Der Titokult Charismatische
Herrschaft Im Soziali
When people should go to the ebook stores, search launch by
shop, shelf by shelf, it is in point of fact problematic. This is why
we provide the book compilations in this website. It will entirely
ease you to look guide Der Titokult Charismatische
Herrschaft Im Soziali as you such as.
By searching the title, publisher, or authors of guide you in fact
want, you can discover them rapidly. In the house, workplace, or
perhaps in your method can be every best area within net
connections. If you aspire to download and install the Der Titokult
Charismatische Herrschaft Im Soziali , it is enormously simple
then, in the past currently we extend the associate to purchase
and create bargains to download and install Der Titokult
Charismatische Herrschaft Im Soziali consequently simple!

The EEC’s Yugoslav Policy
in Cold War Europe,
1968-1980 - Benedetto
Zaccaria 2016-06-09
The disintegration of
Yugoslavia in the early 1990s is
often described as the startingpoint of the EEC/EU
involvement in Western Balkan
politics, as if no political
relations had developed
between the EEC and

Yugoslavia during the Cold War
era. Instead, this book shows
that the origin of EEC-Yugoslav
relations must be placed in the
crucial decade of the 1970s.
Contrary to received opinion,
this work demonstrates that
relations between the EEC and
Yugoslavia were grounded on a
strong political rationale which
was closely linked to the
evolution of the Cold War in
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Europe and the Mediterranean.
The main argument is that
relations between the two
parties were primarily
influenced by the need to
prevent the expansion of Soviet
influence in the Balkans and to
foster détente in Europe.
Stalin and the Fate of
Europe - Norman M. Naimark
2019
It can seem as though the Cold
War division of Europe was
inevitable. But Stalin was more
open to a settlement on the
continent than is assumed. In
this powerful reassessment of
the postwar order, Norman
Naimark returns to the four
years after WWII to illuminate
European leaders' efforts to
secure national sovereignty
amid dominating powers.
Living the Revolution - Andy
Willimott 2017
This work provides a
pioneering insight into the
world of the early Soviet
activist in the wake of the
October Revolution, exploring
how young radicals banded
together in 'urban communes';
at first an experimental
lifestyle choice for a handful of

young socialists, but growing
into a cultural phenomenon
espoused by tens of thousands
of youths by the end of the
1920s.
Magical Practice in the
Latin West - Richard Lindsay
Gordon 2010
Most studies of Graeco-Roman
magic focus on the Greek texts.
Stimulated by important recent
finds of Latin curse-tablets, this
collection of essays for the first
time tries to define the nature
and extent of the originality of
magical practice in the Latin
West
Yugoslavia and Its
Historians - Norman M.
Naimark 2003-02-19
Most of what has been written
about the recent history of
Yugoslavia and the fierce wars
that have plagued that country
has been produced by
journalists, political analysts,
diplomats, human rights
organization, the United
Nations, and other government
and intergovernmental
organizations. Professional
historians of Yugoslavia,
however, have been strangely
silent about the wars and the
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breakup of the country. This
book is an effort to end that
silence. The goal of this volume
is to bring together insights
from a distinguished group of
American and European
scholars of Yugoslavia to add
depth to our historical
understanding of that country’s
recent struggles. The first part
of the volume examines the
ways in which images of the
Yugoslav past have shaped
current understandings of the
region. The second part deals
more directly with the events
of the recent past and also
looks forward to some of the
problems and future prospects
for Yugoslavia’s successor
states.
The Hour of Europe - Josip
Glaurdic 2011-01-01
By looking through the prism
of the West's involvement in
the breakup of Yugoslavia, this
book presents a new
examination of the end of the
Cold War in Europe.
Incorporating declassified
documents from the CIA, the
administration of George H.W.
Bush, and the British Foreign
Office; evidence generated by

The Hague Tribunal; and more
than forty personal interviews
with former diplomats and
policy makers, Glaurdić
exposes how the realist policies
of the Western powers failed to
prop up Yugoslavia's
continuing existence as
intended, and instead
encouraged the Yugoslav Army
and the Serbian regime of
Slobodan Milosević to pursue
violent means.The book also
sheds light on the dramatic
clash of opinions within the
Western alliance regarding
how to respond to the crisis.
Glaurdić traces the origins of
this clash in the Western
powers' different preferences
regarding the roles of
Germany, Eastern Europe, and
foreign and security policy in
the future of European
integration. With subtlety and
acute insight, "The Hour of
Europe" provides a fresh
understanding of events that
continue to influence the shape
of the post-Cold War Balkans
and the whole of Europe.
The Problem of Trieste and
the Italo-Yugoslav Border Glenda Sluga 2001-01-11
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Uses the history of Trieste and
the Italo-Yugoslav border to
examine how representations
of difference have affected the
politics of sovereignty during
the twentieth century.
The Balkans in the Cold War
- Svetozar Rajak 2017-02-02
Positioned on the fault line
between two competing Cold
War ideological and military
alliances, and entangled in
ethnic, cultural and religious
diversity, the Balkan region
offers a particularly interesting
case for the study of the global
Cold War system. This book
explores the origins, unfolding
and impact of the Cold War on
the Balkans on the one hand,
and the importance of regional
realities and pressures on the
other. Fifteen contributors
from history, international
relations, and political science
address a series of complex
issues rarely covered in one
volume, namely the Balkans
and the creation of the Cold
War order; Military alliances
and the Balkans; uneasy
relations with the
Superpowers; Balkan dilemmas
in the 1970s and 1980s and the

‘significant other’ – the EEC;
and identity, culture and
ideology. The book’s particular
contribution to the scholarship
of the Cold War is that it draws
on extensive multi-archival
research of both regional and
American, ex-Soviet and
Western European archives.
Balkan Babel - Sabrina Petra
Ramet 2018-02-19
The fourth edition of this
critically acclaimed work
includes a new chapter, a new
epilogue, and revisions
throughout the book. Sabrina
Ramet, a veteran observer of
the Yugoslav scene, traces the
steady deterioration of
Yugoslavia's political and social
fabric in the years since 1980,
arguing that, while the federal
system and multiethnic fabric
laid down fault lines, the final
crisis was sown in the failure to
resolve the legitimacy
question, triggered by
economic deterioration, and
pushed forward toward war by
Serbian politicians bent on
power - either within a
centralized Yugoslavia or
within an 'ethnically cleansed'
Greater Serbia. With her
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detailed knowledge of the area
and extensive fieldwork, Ramet
paints a strikingly original
picture of Yugoslavia's demise
and the emergence of the
Yugoslav successor states.
Breaking Down Bipolarity Martin Previšić 2021-10-04
This book is aimed at
presenting fresh views,
interpretations, and
reinterpretations of some
already researched issues
relating to the Yugoslav foreign
policy and international
relations up to year 1991.
Yugoslavia positioned itself as
a communist state that was not
under the heel of the Soviet
diplomacy and policy and as
such was perceived by the
West as an acceptable partner
and useful tool in
counteracting the Soviet
influence.
The Concept of Neutrality in
Stalin's Foreign Policy,
1945–1953 - Peter
Ruggenthaler 2015-07-02
Drawing on recently
declassified Soviet sources,
this book sheds new light on
the division of Europe in the
aftermath of World War II. By

tracing Stalin's attitude toward
neutrality in international
politics, Ruggenthaler provides
important insights into the
origins of the Cold War.
Russia's Cold War - Jonathan
Haslam 2011-01-01
Whereas the Western
perspective on the Cold War
has been well documented by
journalists and historians, the
Soviet side has remained for
the most part shrouded in
secrecy--until now. Drawing on
a vast range of recently
released archives in the United
States, the United Kingdom,
France, Germany, Russia, and
Eastern Europe, Russia's Cold
War offers a thorough and
fascinating analysis of EastWest relations from 1917 to
1989.
Between Philology and Radical
Enlightenment - Martin
Mulsow 2011-10-14
Drawing on new manuscript
sources, this volume offers
seven contributions on
Hermann Samuel Reimarus,
the most significant biblical
critic in eighteenth-century
Germany, as well as an
eminent Enlightenment
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philosopher, a renowned
classicist, and expert on
Judaism.
Episcopal Elections in Late
Antiquity - Johan Leemans
2011
The election of a new bishop
was a defining moment for
local Christian communities in
Late Antiquity. This volume
contributes to a reassessment
of the phenomenon of
episcopal elections from the
broadest possible perspective,
examining the varied
combination of factors,
personalities, rules and habits
that played a role in the
process. Building on the state
of the art regarding late
antique bishops and episcopal
election, this interdisciplinary
volume of collected studies by
leading scholars offers fresh
perspectives by focussing on
specific case-studies and
opening up new approaches.
Perpetua's Passions - Jan N.
Bremmer 2012-02-09
A collection of studies about
the Passion of Perpetua, the
diary written by the young
Christian martyr Perpetua. This
intriguing text is edited and

translated before a team of
distinguished scholars examine
it from a wide range of
perspectives: literary,
narratological, historical,
religious, psychological, and
philosophical.
Christian Mysticism and
Incarnational Theology - Louise
Nelstrop 2016-05-23
This book examines the
relationship between
transcendence and immanence
within Christian mystical and
apophatic writings. Original
essays from a range of leading,
established, and emerging
scholars in the field focus on
the roles of language, signs,
and images, and consider how
mystical theology might
contribute to contemporary
reflection on the Word
incarnate. This collection of
essays re-examines works from
such canonical figures as
Eckhart, Augustine, Plotinus,
Pseudo-Dionysius, Nicolas of
Cusa, Teresa of Avila, John of
the Cross, Julian of Norwich,
along with the philosophical
thought of Iris Murdoch,
Jacques Lacan, and Martin
Heidegger, and the
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contemporary phenomena of
the Emerging Church.
Presenting new readings of key
ideas in mystical theology, and
renewed engagement with the
visionary and the everyday, the
therapeutic and the
transformative, these essays
question how we might think
about what may lie between
transcendence and immanence.
Greek Religion - Jan N.
Bremmer 1994
A brief but highly informative
book on Greek religion in the
classical period.
Flashpoint Trieste - Christian
Jennings 2017-05-18
Flashpoint Trieste is the story
of one year in one city as the
Cold War begins. The Western
Allies captured the Adriatic
port city before the Russians
could reach it, but having
survived the war, everybody is
now desperate to make it
through the liberation. Life is
fast and violent, as former
warring parties find common
cause against the Soviet Union
and the borders of the new
Europe are being hammered
out. Against this deadly
backdrop of espionage, escape

and revenge, the British and
Americans are locked into the
opening stages of the Cold War
on the beautiful shores of the
Adriatic, opposing the Russians
and Yugoslavs. Now published
in paperback, this is the story
of the first turbulent post-war
year of lethal cat-and-mouse in
south-eastern Europe, told
through the stories of twelve
men and women from seven
different countries thrown
together on a strategically vital
frontier between East and
West.
Stalinism Revisited - Vladimir
Tismaneanu 2009-11-10
Deals with the period of
takeover and of 'high Stalinism'
in Eastern Europe
(1945–1955). These years are
considered to be fundamentally
characterized by institutional
and ideological transfers based
upon the premise of radical
transformism and of cultural
revolution. Both a balancesheet and a politico-historical
synthesis that reflects the
archival and thematic novelties
which came about in the field
of communism studies after
1989.
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Conversations with Trotsky Bruce Nesbitt 2017-05-09
This collection presents all of
Earle Birney’s known published
and unpublished writings on
Trotsky and Trotskyism for the
very first time. It includes their
correspondence as well as a
selection of Birney’s letters and
literary writings. Before he
became one of Canada’s most
influential and popular
twentieth century poets, Earle
Birney lived a double life. To
his students and colleagues, he
was an engaging university
lecturer and scholar. But for
seven years—from 1933 to
1940—the great Russian
revolutionary Leon Trotsky was
the focus of his writing and
much of his life. During his
years as a Trotskyist in
Canada, the United States and
England, Birney wrote
extensively about Trotsky,
corresponded with him,
organized Trotskyist cells in
two countries, and recruited on
behalf of Trotskyism; he also
lectured on Trotsky and
interviewed him over the
course of several days. One of
his two novels is based on

some of these activities. The
collection traces the origins of
Trotsky’s mistrust of “the
British” to his experiences in
Canada; shows Birney’s
influence on a major shift in
Trotsky’s policy of “entrism” in
British politics; includes the
largest body of Trotskyist
criticism in Canadian literary
history; and demonstrates the
need for a radical re-reading of
Birney’s poetry in light of his
Trotskyism.
Hinduism in India - Will
Sweetman 2016-05-23
A major contribution toward
the ongoing debates on the
nature and history of Hinduism
in India Is Hinduism coherent,
or should it be viewed as a
conglomeration of many
distinctive traditions? What
were (or are) its most
important and central
teachings? When did the idea
of “Hinduism” first arise and
what have been the
consequences? What were the
effects of British rule on the
religion and what are the
effects of continuing
modernization? This book
responds to all such debates
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surrounding Hinduism in the
colonial and contemporary
periods. It emphasizes on
Hinduism as it arose and
developed in the subcontinent
itself—an approach which
facilitates greater attention to
detail and an understanding of
the specific context in which
new movements and changes
have taken place.
The Communist Movement at a
Crossroads - Michael Taber
2018-06-12
The proceedings and
resolutions from three
enlarged plenums of the
Executive Committee of the
Communist International
(Comintern) in 1922–23.
Valuable for understanding the
world revolutionary movement
in Lenin’s time, as well as the
subsequent evolution of the
Comintern.
The Search for a Cold War
Legitimacy: Foreign Policy and
Tito's Yugoslavia - Robert
Edward Niebuhr 2018-01-03
An alternative argument for
understanding the success of
Titoist Yugoslavia (1945–1990)
and raises new questions about
the bipolar international

relations between East and
West.
Nectar Gaze and Poison
Breath - Aditya Malik
2005-02-24
This book offers a detailed
study of the oral narrative of
Shri Devnarayan along with the
first English translation of this
popular Rajasthani folk
narrative. The narrative
extolling the deeds of Lord
Devnarayan is performed by
itinerant singers during all
night vigils in front of a 9meter long, elaborately painted
cloth scroll that depicts scenes
and characters from the story.
Aditya Malik uses the narrative
to explore and ask a range of
innovative questions relevant
to the study of Indian folk
culture and Hinduism as a
whole: How is orality
conceptualized and practiced?
What is the relationship
between spoken and visual
signs? How do Devnarayan's
devotees create multiple
discourses concerning religion,
community, and history within
and though the medium of the
narrative? Malik's analysis
suggests that the narrative
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provides a framework for
establishing linkages between
different communities, past
and present, spoken word and
visual image, as well as
contending religious
ideologies. His interpretation is
interspersed with excerpts
from interviews with devotees
and singers, other tales and
texts, and observations from
his field research that together
invoke the worlds created by
the narrative.
Yugoslavia and the
Nonaligned World - Alvin Z.
Rubinstein 2015-03-08
Yugoslavia's importance to the
evolution of nonalignment is
emphasized as Alvin Z.
Rubinstein examines the
domestic and foreign
determinants shaping
Yugoslavia's turn to the new
nations of Asia and Africa and
its role in pioneering
nonalignment. He discusses the
policies of Yugoslav leaders in
their search for security and
international influence and
traces the many ways in which
Yugoslavia established close
ties to the nonaligned nations
to become the only European

country prominent among the
nonaligned. He analyzes the
relationship between Tito and
Nasser, Belgrade's role in the
Moscow-Peking rift, the
interaction between Yugoslavia
and the nonaligned countries in
the United Nations, and
nonalignment's changing role
in the international relations of
the postwar era. Originally
published in 1970. The
Princeton Legacy Library uses
the latest print-on-demand
technology to again make
available previously out-ofprint books from the
distinguished backlist of
Princeton University Press.
These editions preserve the
original texts of these
important books while
presenting them in durable
paperback and hardcover
editions. The goal of the
Princeton Legacy Library is to
vastly increase access to the
rich scholarly heritage found in
the thousands of books
published by Princeton
University Press since its
founding in 1905.
The 1956 Hungarian
Revolution - Csaba B‚k‚s
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2002-01-01
This volume presents the story
of the Hungarian Revolution in
120 original documents,
ranging from the minutes of
Khrushchev's first meeting
with Hungarian leaders after
Stalin's death in 1953, to
Yeltsin's declaration on
Hungary in 1992. The great
majority of the material comes
from archives that were
inaccessible until the 1990s,
and appears here in English for
the first time. Book jacket.
Lived Religion in the Ancient
Mediterranean World Valentino Gasparini 2020-04-06
The Lived Ancient Religion
project has radically changed
perspectives on ancient
religions and their supposedly
personal or public character.
This volume applies and
further develops these
methodological tools, new
perspectives and new
questions. The religious
transformations of the Roman
Imperial period appear in new
light and more nuances by
comparative confrontation and
the integration of many
disciplines. The contributions
der-titokult-charismatische-herrschaft-im-soziali

are written by specialists from
a variety of disciplinary
contexts (Jewish Studies,
Theology, Classics, Early
Christian Studies) dealing with
the history of religion of the
Mediterranean, West-Asian,
and European area from the
(late) Hellenistic period to the
(early) Middle Ages and shaped
by their intensive exchange.
From the point of view of their
respective fields of research,
the contributors engage with
discourses on agency,
embodiment, appropriation and
experience. They present
innovative research in four
fields also of theoretical
debate, which are
“Experiencing the Religious”,
“Switching the Code”, „A Thing
Called Body“ and
“Commemorating the
Moment”.
The Complete Maisky Diaries Ivan Mikhaĭlovich Maĭskiĭ
2017-01-01
Health and Religious Rituals
in South Asia - Fabrizio
Ferrari 2011-03-07
Drawing on original fieldwork,
this book develops a fresh
11/18
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methodological approach to the
study of indigenous
understandings of disease as
possession, and looks at
healing rituals in different
South Asian cultural contexts.
Contributors discuss the
meaning of 'disease',
'possession' and 'healing' in
relation to South Asian
religions, including Hinduism,
Islam, Buddhism and Sikhism,
and how South Asians deal
with the divine in order to
negotiate health and wellbeing.
The book goes on to look at
goddesses, gods and spirits as
a cause and remedy of a
variety of diseases, a study that
has proved significant to the
ethics and politics of
responding to health issues. It
contributes to a consolidation
and promotion of indigenous
ways as a method of
understanding physical and
mental imbalances through
diverse conceptions of the
divine. Chapters offer a
fascinating overview of healing
rituals in South Asia and
provide a full-length, sustained
discussion of the interface
between religion, ritual, and

folklore. The book presents a
fresh insight into studies of
Asian Religion and the History
of Medicine.
The Murder of Rosa
Luxemburg - Klaus Gietinger
2019-01-29
On the tracks of the killers of
Rosa Luxemburg The coldblooded murder of
revolutionary icons Rosa
Luxemburg and Karl
Liebknecht in the pitched
political battles of post-WWI
Germany marks one of the
greatest tragedies of the 20th
century. No other political
assassination inflamed popular
passions and transformed
Germany's political climate as
that killing in the night of
15-16 January 1919 in front of
the luxurious Hotel Eden. It not
only cut short the lives of two
of the country's most brilliant
political leaders, but also
inaugurated a series of further
political assassinations
designed to snuff out the
revolutionary flame and,
ultimately, pave the way for the
ultra-reactionary forces that
would take power in 1933. To
commemorate the 100th
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anniversary of their untimely
deaths, Klaus Gietinger has
carefully reconstructed the
events on that fateful night,
digging deep into the archives
to identify who exactly was
responsible for the murder,
and what forces in high-placed
positions had a hand in
facilitating it and protecting
the culprits.
Debating the End of Yugoslavia
- Florian Bieber 2016-05-13
Countries rarely disappear off
the map. In the 20th century,
only a few countries shared
this fate with Yugoslavia. The
dissolution of Yugoslavia led to
the largest war in Europe since
1945, massive human rights
violations and over 100,000
victims. Debating the End of
Yugoslavia is less an attempt to
re-write the dissolution of
Yugoslavia, or to provide a
different narrative, than to take
stock and reflect on the
scholarship to date. New
sources and data offer fresh
avenues of research avoiding
the passion of the moment that
often characterized research
published during the wars and
provide contemporary
der-titokult-charismatische-herrschaft-im-soziali

perspectives on the dissolution.
The book outlines the state of
the debate rather than focusing
on controversies alone and
maps how different scholarly
communities have reflected on
the dissolution of the country,
what arguments remain open
in scholarly discourse and
highlights new, innovative
paths to study the period.
Yugoslavia's Foreign Policy Josip Broz Tito 2013-03
With Stalin against Tito - Ivo
Banac 2018-10-18
In 1948 in a series of moves
that culminated in the famous
Cominform Resolution, Stalin
struck at the Communist Party
in Yugoslavia, provoking the
first split in the Communist
state system. With this longawaited book, Ivo Banac
becomes the first scholar to
assess the domestic
consequences of Yugoslavia's
expulsion from the Cominform,
and his findings will radically
revise some of our most basic
assumptions about Tito's
revolution. Banac's subject is
the nature and fate of those
elements in the Yugoslav
13/18
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Communist party who were
said to have sided with Moscow
against their own country's
leadership. He demonstrates
that the so-called
Cominformists represented as
much as twenty-percent of the
party membership and had
widely divergent aims. He then
reconstructs the history of the
labrynthine factional struggles
that preceded and
accompanied the 1948 split
and shows that, as always, the
national question played the
dominant role in Yugoslav
politics. After identifying the
members of the opposition and
mapping its course, Banac
recounts the harsh repression
of the movement. He provides
massive documentation of
startling irony: the conflict with
Stalin played the same part in
the shaping of Yugoslavia's
political system as the
collectivization and purges of
the 1930's did in the history of
Soviet communism.
The Sino-Soviet Split - Lorenz
M. Lüthi 2010-12-16
A decade after the Soviet
Union and the People's
Republic of China established

their formidable alliance in
1950, escalating public
disagreements between them
broke the international
communist movement apart. In
The Sino-Soviet Split, Lorenz
Lüthi tells the story of this
rupture, which became one of
the defining events of the Cold
War. Identifying the primary
role of disputes over MarxistLeninist ideology, Lüthi traces
their devastating impact in
sowing conflict between the
two nations in the areas of
economic development, party
relations, and foreign policy.
The source of this
estrangement was Mao
Zedong's ideological
radicalization at a time when
Soviet leaders, mainly Nikita
Khrushchev, became
committed to more pragmatic
domestic and foreign policies.
Using a wide array of archival
and documentary sources from
three continents, Lüthi
presents a richly detailed
account of Sino-Soviet political
relations in the 1950s and
1960s. He explores how SinoSoviet relations were linked to
Chinese domestic politics and
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to Mao's struggles with
internal political rivals.
Furthermore, Lüthi argues, the
Sino-Soviet split had farreaching consequences for the
socialist camp and its
connections to the nonaligned
movement, the global Cold
War, and the Vietnam War. The
Sino-Soviet Split provides a
meticulous and cogent analysis
of a major political fallout
between two global powers,
opening new areas of research
for anyone interested in the
history of international
relations in the socialist world.
Keeping Tito Afloat - Lorraine
M. Lees 2010-11-01
Jaina Scriptures and
Philosophy - Peter Flügel
2015-06-19
Interest in Indian religion and
comparative philosophy has
increased in recent years, but
despite this the study of Jaina
philosophy is still in its infancy.
This book looks at the role of
philosophy in Jaina tradition,
and its significance within the
general developments in Indian
philosophy. Bringing together
chapters by philologists,

historians and philosophers,
the book focuses on karman
theory, the theory of
conditional predication,
epistemology and the debates
of Jaina philosophers with
representatives of competing
traditions, such as Ājīvika,
Buddhist and Hindu. It
analyses the relationship
between religion and
philosophy in Jaina scriptures,
both Digambara and
Śvetāmbara, and will be of
interest to scholars and
students of South Asian
Religion, Philosophy, and
Philology.
A Short History of
Colonialism - Wolfgang
Reinhard 2011-12-15
This well-written and
comprehensive book by an
outstanding expert provides
students of history and the
general reader with reliable,
up-to-date information on an
essential part of the history of
mankind. It deals with the
discoveries; with Portuguese,
Dutch, and English trade
systems in Asia; with the
Spanish, Portuguese, Dutch,
French, and British Colonies in
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America; the American
plantation economy and the
trade in African slaves; with
settler colonies in the southern
hemisphere; with US, Russian,
and Chinese continental
imperialism; with Western
colonial rule in Asia and Africa;
and the several waves of
decolonization between 1775
and 1989. Twenty-four maps
illustrate the narrative. A
useful teaching text, it
combines traditional and more
recent perspectives to produce
a final balance sheet of
Western colonialism and its
global heritage. A carefully
selected bibliography
encourages further reading.
The Cambridge History of
Communism - Norman
Naimark 2017-09-21
The second volume of The
Cambridge History of
Communism explores the rise
of Communist states and
movements after World War II.
Leading experts analyze
archival sources from formerly
Communist states to reexamine the limits to Moscow's
control of its satellites; the deStalinization of 1956;

Communist reform movements;
the rise and fall of the SinoSoviet alliance; the growth of
Communism in Asia, Africa and
Latin America; and the effects
of the Sino-Soviet split on
world Communism. Chapters
explore the cultures of
Communism in the United
States, Western Europe and
China, and the conflicts
engendered by nationalism and
the continued need for support
from Moscow. With the danger
of a new Cold War developing
between former and current
Communist states and the
West, this account of the roots,
development and dissolution of
the socialist bloc is essential
reading.
From Stalin to Mao - Elidor
Mëhilli 2017-11-15
Elidor Mëhilli has produced a
groundbreaking history of
communist Albania that
illuminates one of Europe’s
longest but least understood
dictatorships. From Stalin to
Mao, which is informed
throughout by Mëhilli’s
unprecedented access to
previously restricted archives,
captures the powerful
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globalism of post-1945
socialism, as well as the
unintended consequences of
cross-border exchanges from
the Mediterranean to East
Asia. After a decade of vigorous
borrowing from the Soviet
Union—advisers, factories,
school textbooks, urban
plans—Albania’s party clique
switched allegiance to China
during the 1960s Sino-Soviet
conflict, seeing in Mao’s
patronage an opportunity to
keep Stalinism alive. Mëhilli
shows how socialism created a
shared transnational material
and mental culture—still
evident today around
Eurasia—but it failed to
generate political unity.
Combining an analysis of
ideology with a sharp sense of
geopolitics, he brings into view
Fascist Italy’s involvement in
Albania, then explores the
country’s Eastern bloc
entanglements, the profound
fascination with the Soviets,
and the contradictions of the
dramatic anti-Soviet turn.
Richly illustrated with neverbefore-published photographs,
From Stalin to Mao draws on a

wealth of Albanian, Russian,
German, British, Italian, Czech,
and American archival sources,
in addition to fiction,
interviews, and memoirs.
Mëhilli’s fresh perspective on
the Soviet-Chinese battle for
the soul of revolution in the
global Cold War also
illuminates the paradoxes of
state planning in the twentieth
century.
The Left Side of History Kristen Ghodsee 2015-04-26
In The Left Side of History
Kristen Ghodsee tells the
stories of partisans fighting
behind the lines in Nazi-allied
Bulgaria during World War II:
British officer Frank
Thompson, brother of the great
historian E.P. Thompson, and
fourteen-year-old Elena
Lagadinova, the youngest
female member of the armed
anti-fascist resistance. But
these people were not merely
anti-fascist; they were procommunist, idealists moved by
their socialist principles to
fight and sometimes die for a
cause they believed to be right.
Victory brought forty years of
communist dictatorship
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followed by unbridled
capitalism after the fall of the
Berlin Wall in 1989. Today in
democratic Eastern Europe
there is ever-increasing
despair, disenchantment with
the post-communist present,
and growing nostalgia for the
communist past. These
phenomena are difficult to
understand in the West, where
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“communism” is a dirty word
that is quickly equated with
Stalin and Soviet labor camps.
By starting with the stories of
people like Thompson and
Lagadinova, Ghodsee provides
a more nuanced understanding
of how communist ideals could
inspire ordinary people to
make extraordinary sacrifices.
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